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Abstract
This paper reports on three important discoveries. These
are :
1. Discovery of flaw in the long running concept of repre-
sentation of dimensional formula of a physical quantity,
2. Discovery of flaw in the long running concept of repre-
sentation of derived unit of a physical quantity, and
3. Discovery of flaw in the long running procedure of solu-
tion of numerical problems in Physics.
With a view to getting rid of the aforesaid flaws, alternative
suggestions have also been offered.
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1 Introduction
Theoretical study of Physical Science is based on a lot of con-
ventions. For a systematic study one is to follow the normal conven-
tions which have already earned International recognition. Now what
about those conventions of representation which have no resemblance
with the well known mathematical laws ? It is a high time to think
of such conventions and to get rid of them with alternative flawless
replacements, if possible or to get rid of them for ever. This paper
considers the long running concepts of representation of dimensional
formula and derived unit of a physical quantity [6, 3, 5, 1]. It re-
ports on the discovery of flaw in the existing mode of representation
of dimensional formula as well as that of derived unit of a physical
quantity. It also discloses the discovery of flaw in the long running
procedure of solution of numerical problems in Physics [2, 4, 9]. To
get rid of the aforesaid flaws, alternative suggestions have also been
incorporated for immediate replacements.
The paper consists of six sections. In section 1, important defini-
tions are offered. Section 2 deals with the well known laws of indices.
In section 3, dimensional formula of a physical quantity has been con-
sidered and arguments are made in support of the discovery of flaw
in the long running concept of representation of dimensional formula.
Section 4 deals with derived unit and that the long running concept
of derived unit is flawed has been logically justified in this section.
In section 5, the long running concept in regard to the procedure of
solution of numerical problems in Physics has been offered by con-
sidering a few numerical problems. Evidence in support of discovery
of flaw in the said procedure of solution of numerical problems in
Physics has also been provided in this section. In the discussion sec-
tion 6, suggestions have been made with a view to opening out a way
of getting rid of the aforesaid flaws discovered.
2 Definitions
Unit : Any physical quantity is measured in terms of small part of
it. This small part (known as the standard of measurement) is
called the unit of measurement of the quantity.
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Fundamental unit : The units of length, mass and time (in the
study of General Physics and Mechanics) are called fundamen-
tal units. They are so called because the units of all other
physical quantities that appear in the study of General Physics
and Mechanics can be derived from them.
Derived unit : The units of all physical quantities (such as area,
volume, force, work etc.) derived from the fundamental units
are called the derived units.
Dimensions : The dimensions of a physical quantity indicate the
powers to which the fundamental units of length, mass and time
must be raised so as to represent it. The dimensions of velocity
are 1 in length, 0 in mass and −1 in time.
Dimensional formula : The dimensional formula of a physical quan-
tity represents an expression showing its relation to the funda-
mental units of measurement. Thus if [L] stands for the unit
of length, [M ] for the unit of mass and [T ] for the unit of time,
then the dimensional formula of velocity will be [LT−1].
Variable : The following definition of variable is from [8].A quantity
which may assume different values in the course of a discussion
is called a variable.Another definition of variable taken from [6]
is as follows :
A variable is a symbol that may have any value within a given
range.
3 Laws of indices
If ‘a’ and ‘b’ are two non-zero real numbers then for all rational
values of m and n, the following laws of indices [7] exist in elementary
algebra.
(i) am.an = am+n,
(ii) am ÷ an = am−n,
(iii) (am)n = amn,
(iv) a0 = 1,














4 Revisiting the concept of dimensional formula
The idea of dimensions originated with Fourier. The nature of
physical quantities (but not their magnitude) may be expressed by a
very convenient method [3]. A length must be expressed as a number
of units of length. But if the magnitude of the quantity be excluded,
its nature may still be indicated by writing it in some special form.
For example, the physical quantity length is represented as [L] where
[L] stands for the unit of length. Similarly the physical quantities
mass and time are represented as [M] and [T] respectively where [M]
denotes the unit of mass and [T] denotes the unit of time. Based
on this kind of representation of the nature of the three fundamental
quantities length, mass and time, dimensional formulae of all other
derived quantities in the study of General Physics and Mechanics can
be obtained in terms of L, M and T.
For example the dimensional formula of velocity is [LT−1], that
of force is [MLT−2] etc..
The overall procedure involved in finding dimensional formula
of a physical quantity involves the applications of the well known
LAWS OF INDICES in elementary algebra. The question that is of
paramount importance at this stage is : How far is the use of the
LAWS OF INDICES in obtaining dimensional formula of a physi-
cal quantity justified ? It may be noted that the laws of indices as
mentioned in section 2 are applicable only under certain conditions,
viz. when a and b are two non-zero real numbers and m and n have
got rational values. The running concept of dimension clearly shows
that none of L, M and T corresponds to any number but they are
exclusively associated with the units of length, mass and time respec-
tively and because of this fact the concept of application of the laws
of indices while obtaining dimensional formula must be flawed.
Thus there exists a flaw in the long running mode of representation
of dimensional formula of a physical quantity.
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5 Revisiting the concept of derived unit
The concept involved in finding the derived unit of a physical
quantity [6, 3, 5, 1] also makes use of the well-known laws of indices
[7] of elementary algebra. For example, the SI unit of Velocity is
m
s





It may further be recalled that, as stated in section 2, the laws of
indices are valid only when ‘a’ and ‘b’ are two non-zero real numbers
and m and n have got rational values. Since none of the fundamen-
tal units in a particular system of unit corresponds to non-zero real
number, the laws of indices will never be applicable in case of ex-
pressing derived unit of a physical quantity. Thus it seems that the
long running concept of finding derived unit of a physical quantity is
entirely flawed.
6 Revisiting the long running procedure of solving
numerical problems in physics
While studying Physics, one very often has to go through state-
ments like ‘a body of mass m’, ‘a particle moving with velocity V’
etc. .
A question that arises in the aforesaid context is whether such
statements are ambiguous or not. If the statement ‘a body of mass
m’ is considered, then what about m? Is it the numerical value of the
mass only ? If not, does it represent the numerical value of the mass
along with its unit ? Looked at this way it can be easily concluded
that the statement ‘a body of mass m’ is very much misleading and
hence ambiguous one. The aforesaid ambiguity will never arise if one
takes care of the following quoted lines from [1]:
For purposes of calculation it is the measure of the magni-
tude that is of importance, and, to avoid a tedious prolixity
of statement, such an expression as “a velocity V” will often
be used in the sense “a velocity whose measure is V units
of velocity.”
It thus follows from above that in the statement “a velocity V”, V
is exclusively the numerical value of velocity in a particular system of
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unit only. Similarly in the statement “a body of mass m”, m stands
only for the numerical value of mass of the body in a particular system
of unit and so on.
Furthermore, it is because of the aforesaid actual meaning of the
long running ambiguous statements that in any mathematical equa-
tion involving physical quantities, the physical quantities involved
must exclusively stand for variables and hence it is only the numer-
ical value (not the unit) that must be associated with each of the
physical quantities remaining present in the equation. For example,
it is well known that the force P acting on a body of mass m mov-
ing with uniform acceleration f is given by P = mf . The equation
P = mf involves three physical quantities, viz. mass (m), accelera-
tion (f) and force (P ). Here m, f and P stand only for the numerical
value of mass, acceleration and force in a particular system of unit
respectively.
A further reason in support of this fact is as follows : The equation
P = mf results from Newton’s 2nd law of motion according to which
P ∝ f . Remembering that force (P ) varies as acceleration (f) it may
be said that P and f stand for two variables and each of them can
take up numerical value only.
On account of the aforesaid ambiguity present in long running
statements in Physics, the procedure of solution of numerical prob-
lems in Physics seems to be flawed. It has been demonstrated with
the help of the following examples.
Example 1 : The following worked out solution of a problem is
from [2].
Problem : Two protons in a nucleus of U238 are 6.0×10−15 metre








(9.0 × 1010N − m2/Coul2)(1.6 × 10−19Coul)2
6.0 × 10−15metre
= 3.8 × 10−14Joule
= 2.4 × 105eV.
It can be readily seen that the numerical values of the physical
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quantities along with their units have been substituted in computing






and hence the concept is flawed.
Example 2 : The following worked out solution of a problem is
from [4] .
Problem : The force on a particle of mass 10g is (~i 10 +~j 5) N. If
it starts from rest, what would be its position at time t = 5s ?








As this is a case of constant acceleration in x-direction,
















And y = 6250 m.
Thus, the position of the particle at t = 5s is ~r = (~i 12500 +
~j 6250) m.







ax, ay, Fx, Fy and m stands for the numerical value (not the unit) in a
particular system of unit only. But making use of the unit along with
numerical value in the formula above shows that the said concept is
flawed. Further the unit ‘m’ is associated only with the modulus of
~r, i.e. with |~r|. Thus the unit ‘m’ shown in the expression of ~r in the
above solution must also be incorrect.
Furthermore, since none of the fundamental units corresponds to
a non-zero real number, the laws of indices will not be applicable
in case of the fundamental units. Thus the multiplication as well
as division of one fundamental unit by itself must be forbidden in
compliance with the fundamental criteria based on which the laws
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of indices are applicable. This fact has not yet been reflected in the
procedure of solution of the following problem in physics.
Example 3 : The following worked out solution of a problem is
taken from [9] .

















In the procedure of solution of the aforesaid problem (Example 3),
there is a clear indication of cancellation of similar kind of unit. But
it may be noted that such a cancellation of unit is never permissible
as far as the fundamental conditions of validity of the laws of indices
are concerned. Hence there exists a flaw in the aforesaid long running
concept of solution of numerical problems in physics [2, 4, 9].
7 Discussion
This paper questions the validity of the long running concepts of
Dimensional formula and derived unit of a physical quantity [6, 3, 5,
1]. It also considers the procedure of solution of numerical problems
in Physics available in existing texts [2, 4, 9]. The overall study
leads to the discovery of flaw in the long running concepts of derived
unit, dimensional formula as well as in the long running procedure of
solution of numerical problems in Physics.
With a view to getting rid of the aforesaid flaws, the following
suggestions are being offered for immediate implementation :
(i) The concept of dimensional formula and hence the method of
dimensional analysis should be withdrawn for ever since the
procedure involved in finding dimensional formula of a physi-
cal quantity is not at all in compliance with the fundamental
conditions needed for the application of the laws of indices in
elementary algebra.
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(ii) The long running concept used for the representation of derived
unit of a physical quantity should be withdrawn for ever. In-
stead of saying that velocity of a particle is 10 cm/s or 10 cms−1,
it would be wise to say a particle has 10 C. G. S. unit of velocity.
Similarly, the statement momentum of a body is 100 kgms−1,
should be replaced by ‘a body has 100 S.I. unit of momentum’
etc..
(iii) To get rid of the flaw existing in the long running procedure of
solution of numerical problems, the following points are to be
kept in mind.
(a) Only the numerical values of physical quantities in a par-
ticular system of unit are to be substituted in the working
formula involving a number of physical quantities.
(b) Cancellation of units as has been indicated in Example
No. 3, should never be allowed.
Flawless solution procedure of the examples considered
earlier will be as follows :







Considering all quantities in S.I. units we have,
U =
(9.0 × 1010) × (1.6 × 10−19)2
6.0 × 10−15
= 3.8 × 10−14.
Therefore, the required potential energy is 3.8× 10−14 S. I. units.
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Therefore, x-component of acceleration is 1000 S. I. units.
Again,









× 1000 × (5)2 = 12500.










Therefore, y-component of acceleration is 500 S.I. units.
Also,









× 500 × (5)2 = 6250.
Therefore, distance moved along y-axis during 5 s is 6250 m.
Thus, the position of the particle at t = 5s is
~r = (~i 12500 +~j 6250).
Example 3 : In 1hr, distance moved = 50 mi.
i.e. in 60 × 60 s, distance moved = 50 × 1760 × 3 ft.
Therefore,
1 s . . . . . . . . . . . . =
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